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Part 1  
Introduction

With the skyrocketing popularity and high adoption 
of cryptocurrencies, as well as increased interest 
from the general public, crypto frauds and scams 
are unfortunately also on the rise today. These illicit 
activities often entice gullible people on social net-
works into shady and fraudulent schemes which at 
the end may cost them a lot of money.

Example Cases 

Maltego is a powerful tool for link analysis and investigation,
and in real life cases it can be used together with other specific 
tools (both free and proprietary) which help an investigator in 
obtaining additional data and building a complete picture. 
In this article we will highlight different methods which can be 
used for investigating crypto fraud and scam schemes, and 
following cryptocurrency network activity. We will use only free 
Maltego Transforms (namely, Blockchain.com Transform set,
and also complement the investigation by using some free
external tools to get additional data related to investigation.

We will go through the investigation process of a few cases:
investigating activity and flow of funds related to two scammer’s 
bitcoin addresses, and visualizing activity of a fraud related
address in Ethereum network.

Note: Crypto frauds and scams investigations can be 
performed from different perspectives. The ultimate goal 
of online fraudsters is cashing out the stolen funds. In 
the cryptocurrency world, various exchange services are 
used for that. This said, the first and foremost problem to 
investigate is “following the money”: basically, this means 
tracing funds until their final destination in an attempt 
to take a legal action, as licensed crypto exchanges are 
subject to regulation and compliance with KYC / AML 
procedures. 

https://bitcoin.org/en/scams
https://www.maltego.com/Transform-hub/blockchain-info
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Bitcoin Investigation  
Concepts
Some of the readers have probably met this kind of scam activity 
on Instagram and other social networks. A stranger approaches 
you in the chat and talks you into “investing” in Bitcoin trading
or mining, with promises of immediate sky-high returns. 

Actual schemes can vary, but at the end they all boil down to 
talking a victim into sending bitcoins to some Bitcoin address 
controlled by the attacker. In our case, a scammer uses Instagram 
chat to encourage victims to register on a website they share, 
which then requires the victim to send a “deposit” to a specified 
Bitcoin address. It’s very easy to guess that a victim will never see 
their money again once they send it. 

Below are some screenshots from a chat as it happened on 
Instagram, where a scammer reveals a Bitcoin address to which
a victim is expected to send money:

As the first example, we will investigate this scam address. The 
actual scam attempt happened in April, so we need to investigate 
April activity and money flow related to the scammer’s Bitcoin 
address.
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Aims of the Blockchain Investigation

As we already mentioned, the main objective an investigator 
must keep in mind is to follow the money and understand the
relation of the investigated scammer’s address with key Entities 
of interest on the Bitcoin network, like crypto exchanges which 
are used for cashing out the funds. 

Below is an example of one graph we came up with, which shows 
a logical connection between the investigated wallet and the 
Binance crypto exchange, which in our case can be a place for 
cashing out the funds originated from scammer’s address: 

In the following chapters we will follow a step-by-step process
to see how this certain graph is built starting from a single Entity,
in our case a scammer’s Bitcoin address.
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We will also learn how to work with large graphs in Maltego (con-
taining thousands of Entities) representing Bitcoin transactions 
and narrow down the most interesting and important Entities. 

How do you think we will be able to extract valuable information 
from the following graph with over 8000 Entities?
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Transaction-based Network Concept

One must have noticed that Bitcoin transactions presented in the 
Maltego graph follow the same concept: Bitcoin address Entities 
are connected with each other through transaction Entities.

One may ask, why bother putting Bitcoin transactions and ad-
dresses on the graph using different Transforms? Can we not 
make it simpler and trace the Bitcoin movement directly from 
address to address? Actually, no, and there’s a reason for that. 

Remember that the Bitcoin network is transaction-based, and
it is essentially a transaction which is recorded into the Blockchain. 
Each transaction may have multiple input and output addresses,
so nominally any Bitcoin address (unlike for example, a bank 
account) does not hold any Bitcoins. Its ‘balance’, i.e. the spending 
ability, is only defined by the sum of all input transactions. Let’s 
take a look at a very simple example to illustrate this concept.

Consider a single Bitcoin address to which we apply
To Destination Addresses Transform:  

 
This graph shows that address  ฿ 17vbV... has sent some funds 
to addresses  ฿ 3NnbN... and  ฿ 13Fzg..., but we don’t know the 
exact amounts sent, and we also don’t know if they were sent at 
the same or different times. 

Now let’s actually see how we can add transaction Entities to this 
graph.

In the first step we run the To Outbound Transactions [Block-
Chain.com] Transform on the  ฿ 17vbV... address and get one 
transaction Entity, which is  ฿ 8e19f...:

TIP: In the following text you  
will find abbreviated bitcoin  
addresses; e.g.: full address for  
 “ ฿ 17vbV...” is   ฿ 17vbVho6aEGT-
7kam1fknv7cRaAYQPcsQFm.
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Next, we run the To Destination Addresses [BlockChain.com] 
Transform on this transaction: 

Voila! We now have a transaction on the graph which is connect-
ed to the same destination addresses, but we also see the 
amounts (shown as links labels) and understand that Bitcoins 
were moved in the course of a single transaction with one input 
 ฿ 17vb... and two outputs  ฿ 3NnbN... and  ฿ 13Fzg...  

TIP: We can switch the links 
labels from the custom for-
mat which shows transaction 
amount (uncheck Show Cus-
tom Link Labels) to Transform 
names (check Show Transform 
Link Labels) in View menu:
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Using this tip, the logic of using blockchain Transforms in a proper 
way (address › transaction › address) is illustrated even more 
clearly by the corresponding labels: 

We don’t want to overload the picture with redundant informa-
tion, as in real life cases we actually don’t need to use any
‘Address › Address’ links on the graph. Therefore, the final
correct graph view would be this:

NOTE: For all following graphs 
in the next parts of this white-
paper, we will follow the same 
principle of tracing flow of 
funds: Address › Transaction › 
Address.
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Part 2  
Building Graphs of Bitcoin 
Transactions

We have already addressed the basic steps involved in building 
Bitcoin transactions graphs in an earlier article. In this article, we 
will consider some of the best practices and helpful tips to make 
an investigation more complete and efficient. We will also utilize 
some of Maltego’s functionality to enhance and speed up the 
analysis process, which can be helpful in case of a big amount of 
available data. 

Following the money

We start here with a known Bitcoin address  ฿ 19aNB... that we 
got from a scam website, and use the Bitcoin Address Entity from 
among the BlockChain.com Entities:
 

 
As we discovered previously, the Bitcoin network is transaction-
based and relations are many-to-many, which means each Bitcoin
address might have multiple input and output transactions,
and each transaction also might have multiple input and output 
addresses. Here, moving from the first address, we use the
To Outbound Transactions [BlockChain.com] Transform:

TIP: In the following text you  
will find abbreviated bitcoin  
addresses; e.g.: full address for  
 “ ฿ 19aNB...” is   ฿ 19aNBAmv5xty-
ftgCxHV6SWvKgaGBt25W6G

https://www.maltego.com/blog/tracing-transactions-through-the-bitcoin-blockchain-with-maltego
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So we get 18 outbound transactions from this address at the time 
of writing (as new transactions for this address can happen later, 
running the same Transform again for this address can return 
more than 18 transactions): 

 
On this graph, transactions are automatically sorted by time, i.e., 
the top left transaction is the most recent and the bottom right 
one is the earliest. 

Active Bitcoin addresses might be involved in hundreds or thou-
sands of transactions, and then related to thousands of other 
addresses as well. Below is one example of a Bitcoin address with 
only 31 outgoing transactions. In just a couple of steps, we trace 
all outgoing transactions from this address and then to all desti-
nation addresses. Ultimately, we have this picture with hundreds 
of Entities and links, which can clutter up the graph with informa-
tion not immediately relevant to the investigation at hand:

NOTE: The important thing here 
is that we need to focus only on 
the Entities which are relevant 
to the investigated case in our 
graph. Transforms may return 
extraneous results and we need 
to handle that, filtering out the 
unneeded. 
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Now let us get back to our Bitcoin address,  ฿ 19aNB... We need 
to find and check April transactions, and we can do it by checking 
the properties of the Bitcoin Transaction Entities. 

Upon selecting an Entity on the graph, its properties are shown
in Property View window to the right of the main graph window:  

 
This set of properties varies among the different types of Entities. 
For blockchain transactions, we have different parameters here, 
like number and sum of total inputs and outputs, total network 
fees paid, block height (its position in the blockchain), and, of 
course, date and time of the transaction.    

So far, we found only two transactions which took place in April, 
and we drag them out from the rest:

Now we can actually delete all other transactions which are cur-
rently not of interest to us and proceed with building the graph 
from these two transactions of interest and the original Bitcoin 
address Entity. 
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This way we will get all destination addresses for the two selected 
transactions by running the To Destination Addresses [Block-
Chain.com] Transform, which will allow us to track further flow
of Bitcoins which were sent with these two transactions: 

Going one step further: Run the To Outgoing Transactions [Block-
Chain.org] Transform once again for the newly returned Bitcoin 
Address Entities, and then select only transactions which are 1) 
still from April and 2) later than the two already found transac-
tions  ฿ 5bf28... and  ฿ 9909b..., thus tracking the flow of Bitcoins 
further:

 

TIP: In Maltego you can easily 
apply the same Transform to 
a group of identical Entities 
by selecting them first, and 
then choosing a Transform by 
right-clicking the selected group. 
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As you see here, without a selective approach we already have 
too many Entities on the graph, this is why we need to define the 
investigation path pretty precisely in advance

Next step, let’s pull out these 4 transactions  that occurred in 
April but after the first two transactions of interest were conduc-
ted, delete all other transactions which are of no interest to us 
currently, and then get destination addresses for these transac-
tions by running the To Destination Addresses [BlockChain.com] 
Transform.
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As the next step, we run the To Destination Addresses [Block-
Chain.com] Transform to all four transactions on the bottom 
level (remember you can select them and right-click to apply the 
same Transform to the group of selected Entities), and we get this 
picture: 
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Finding Important  
Addresses: Step-by-Step  
Process
Now it is time to check the details of the Bitcoin addresses we 
got and see if any of these are of special interest to us. So far, we 
have a few Bitcoin addresses on the graph and we can check their 
details to see if any of these might be of a special interest to us. 
Maltego provides different ways to approach this. 

In the first method, we can simply use the To Details [BlockChain.
com] Transform for a selected Bitcoin address or group of ad-
dresses:

This Transform fetches some additional information about the 
address: namely, total number of transactions for the address, 
monetary amount of input and output transactions, and final
balance of the address (that is, amount that was sent to an
address but hasn’t been spent). This data is not shown on the 
graph itself, but is available in Property View window, and can
be viewed upon selecting the Entity on a graph, or even just
hovering the mouse over it: 
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Basically, we should check Number of Transactions, Total 
Throughput and Final Balance values to determine if the address 
is highly active. Checking the three addresses at the bottom level 
of the graph reveals us the following values: 

Number of Transactions Total Throughput, BTC Final Balance, BTC

  ฿ 34dVw... 2 0.06533218 0

  ฿ 1NDyJ... 1017316 28891280 16422.94

  ฿ 3Gvvy... 2 0.0321962 0

So far, it is obvious that address  ฿ 1NDyJ... is something that 
could be of the biggest interest because of its much higher activi-
ty and throughput. Indeed, quick Googling reveals that this ad-
dress belongs to Binance crypto exchange, which in our case can 
potentially be used for cashing out the funds coming from the 
scammer’s address. Of course, in real-life cases we need to per-
form more detailed tracing, but here we were still able to find the 
destination exchange associated with the investigated address.

A second method can be used in case we have too many addres-
ses on the graph which makes it not very handy to check the de-
tails manually. We can actually use the weights of the Entities to 
find the most active Bitcoin addresses. 

First, we still need to run the To Details [BlockChain.com] Trans-
form for all Bitcoin addresses on the graph. To do it easily, we 
select all Entities of a certain type (Bitcoin Address in our case) 
using the Select by Type menu in the Investigate tab:  
 

Then we run the To Details [BlockChain.com] Transform by 
right-clicking the selection. This way all Bitcoin addresses on the 
graph will have their details fetched from the Blockchain and 
stored in the properties of each Entity. This step is important, 
because without explicitly fetching the details for all addresses 
Maltego won’t be able to correctly assign relative weights to them.
 

TIP: Blockchain Entities placed 
on the graph are weighted so 
that addresses with higher BTC 
values (or for transactions, high-
er inputs) will be weighed more 
heavily. What we need to do is 
to find the Entity with the high-
est weight.
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Next, we switch the view to List View mode (1), which gives us
a table view of all Entities on the graph instead of visual
representation:

The rightmost column (2) shows the weight of each Entity. Here 
we see a group of six Bitcoin address Entities with weights from 
145 to 3775. We instantly find that the same Bitcoin address   
 ฿ 1NDyJ... has the biggest weight, and we would check it first 
without the need to go manually through numerous Entities.

Now we have a final graph which traces the connection of a scam-
mer’s address to the Binance exchange:
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Analyzing Large Graphs

From Weights to Links

In the previous chapter we have seen how we can investigate 
Bitcoin address activity within a given time period. This gives us 
good results, but the obvious shortcoming of the method is that 
we need to check the Entities manually on every step, and we also 
need to filter Entities by the desired time frame. While filtering 
generally reduces the number of Entities, manual checks on each 
step are still required and slow down our analysis.

In certain cases we might not have any additional details like
a time frame, and the investigation is performed around a given 
address regardless of the transactions’ time stamp. Also, we can 
have a really active address with hundreds of transactions, which 
complicates the possibility of manual analysis.

Just like we previously used weights which are based on the BTC 
values of the addresses, now we will analyze links related to an 
address using views. Generally, views can be used to identify 
non-obvious information from large graphs, where an analyst
can hardly see clear relationships by manual inspection of data. 
This method, as we will see soon, helps to find key Entities really 
fast in large graphs with hundreds and thousands of Bitcoin
addresses and transactions.

In this method we make a logical assumption that an active 
bitcoin address belonging to a big Entity like a cryptocurrency 
exchange should participate in many transactions on the Bit-
coin network, and accumulate money flows from many different 
sources. In other words, we expect it to have both high through-
put (in monetary value) and high number of incoming/outgoing 
transactions. This said, the amount of total transactions and 
address importance should be positively correlated. 

Case Study

Let’s consider the following case. We need to find relevant in-
formation regarding the activity of the address  ฿ 3CCKj... and 
outgoing money flow, as well as its connections to key network 
Entities like cryptocurrency exchanges. We don’t have any certain 
time frame to look at, and the address itself is pretty active, 
having taken part in a total of 362 transactions (at the time of 
writing, both inbound and outbound).

TIP: Abbreviated bitcoin  
address for   “ ฿ 3CCKj...” is  
 ฿ 3CCKjoo3Xx54vbmMzswCzTHmd-
qnr5LBMHv

https://docs.maltego.com/support/solutions/articles/15000009615-graph-sidebar
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Let’s see step-by-step how we can approach this 
problem in Maltego.

1. In the first step, we add the Bitcoin address Entity to a new 
graph and run the To Outbound Transactions [BlockChain.com] 
Transform. In the Organic layout, the resulting graph looks like 
this, revealing 166 outgoing transactions:

 
2. Next, we want to add all destination addresses for these 166 
transactions. We use the Select by Type option from the Investi-
gate tab so we can first select all transactions on the graph:
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Then, we can right-click, choose and run the To Destination 
Addresses [BlockChain.com] Transform, and get a graph of 544 
Entities:

3. Then we take another step to expand the graph one level fur-
ther, once again retrieving outbound transactions for all addres-
ses on the graph. 

In total, we would perform only three iterations to expand
a graph starting with only one address. On each iteration, we
are taking the following steps:
• Select all Bitcoin address Entities.
• Run the To Outbound Transactions [BlockChain.com] 

Transform for selected Entities.
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The whole graph after the last iteration contains a total of 8785 
Entities and 9000 links:

 
The final step can actually take up to 10–15 minutes to run be-
cause of the large number of Entities. Also notice that with each 
step, the size of the graph rapidly increases by an order of magni-
tude (1 › 165 › 544 › 8785 Entities).
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Looking at the last graph, one may ask how it is even possible to 
extract any valuable insight from such a structure? 

For finding meaningful insights in such a big graph, let’s turn to 
the View sidebar menu, which provides methods of visual explo-
ration of such a graph:

The Maltego technical documentation gives definitions and 
examples on available view options, and we will use two of these 
(highlighted on a screenshot above): 

1. Diverse Descent: With diverse descent, Entities are sized
according to the number of incoming links the Entity has. However, 
incoming links with different grandparent Entities are more highly 
weighted.
2. Rank: This will size Entities based on its own number of links and 
the sum of its neighbour’s links.

These two view options are somehow alike in the sense that both 
are taking into account the input links of the Entity, however in 
slightly different ways. Diverse descent gives the highest weight 
to the Entity that has the most number of incoming links which,
in turn, originate from the most number of different parent Enti-
ties. Rank is based just on the number of links for an Entity and 
its neighbours. 

To make things clear, we can use a simple but quite effective ana-
logy from real life here to explain these principles: River systems! 

TIP: Generally, View options are 
intended to set different sizes to 
the Entities based on different 
criteria. In this case all Entities 
on the graph are represented by 
colored circles of different sizes 
instead of default icons.

https://docs.maltego.com/support/solutions/articles/15000009615-graph-sidebar#views-11-18--0-3
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Below is a map of USA river systems where the river’s width is 
proportional to an average annual discharge. It all begins with 
tiny streams which flow into bigger ones, then they flow into even 
bigger rivers and so on, until a huge flow reaches the ocean; at 
any given point the river width is proportional to the number and 
volume of its different tributaries.   

Source: Heberger, Matthew. 2013. American Rivers: A Graphic. Oakland,  
Calif.: Pacific Institute.

Of course, the whole Bitcoin network structure is not analogous 
to a river system, because the network does not have a definitive 
hierarchical structure and is much more complex. However, if we 
consider a single isolated part of the network which represents 
Bitcoin flows from addresses with tiny amounts into a big crypto 
exchange, then it can be surprisingly similar: It starts small with 
a single address and low amount, and then grows bigger as it 
approaches a centralized crypto exchange, and this growth de-
pends on the number and volume (meaning value) of “tributaries” 
(all other addresses that contribute to that money flow along its 
way). 

And so, back to graphs. When using View options, we should be 
able to find Entities that are most important among all others, 
where importance is measured by the amount of different input 
connections. And this is, as you might have guessed, exactly what 
we need to locate Entities like exchanges, which naturally accu-
mulate inputs coming from thousands and thousands of indivi-
dual addresses over the network.
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Now, let’s use View to find the most important Entities on the 
latest graph. 

Here we use the Ball Size by Diverse Descent option, and then 
zoom into central part of the graph: 

It looks huge, but now we see a not so big group of addresses 
that are definitely larger than the majority. One of them is the 
biggest:
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So far, we can make an assumption that this address  ฿ 1Nn5Y...  
is the most interesting address on the whole graph. And indeed, 
this is an address belonging to Binance exchange (one can use 
the free online analytic tool Vivigle to check the attribution of 
some known bitcoin addresses).

 
Now that we know there actually is an address on the graph 
which leads us to a big exchange, we might want to ‘pull out’ 
the related Entities from the big graph to investigate this part of 
the graph in more detail. But of course, we need not only single 
addresses of interest but also the existing connections between 
them as well, which might be either direct or indirect.

This can be done pretty easily in just a few steps: 
1. Select the starting address  ฿ 3CCKj... (hopefully you didn’t 
forget to bookmark it from the very beginning!) and the Binance 
address  ฿ 1Nn5Y... on the graph (multiple selection on Maltego 
graph is done by clicking on the Entities while holding Shift key): 

https://vivigle.com/BitWallet/wallet?address=1Nn5YuvekASzRNavKzfqobYRu4yJf1EqX9
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2. Next, go to upper menu Investigate › Add Path:

 
This useful option automatically selects all Entities on the shor-
test path between the selected Entities (in our case, two addres-
ses). Now you can see quite a few Entities are also selected on
the graph around two addresses of interest:
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3. Next, right-click any of the selected Entities and press the 
button at the bottom left “Copy to New Graph”: 

4. Tidy up the new graph a bit if needed (in this case, the organic 
layout has been applied and addresses were manually aligned to 
left and right), and voila - now we have a small graph which traces 
exactly what we need: The flow of funds along with transactions 
between initial address  ฿ 3CCKj... and Binance address  ฿ 1Nn5Y...:

 
The investigation does not have to end  here. You can continue 
tracing, but we have significantly simplified our task by narrowing 
our graph down to exactly the relevant Entities of interest, effec-
tively from over 8000 Entities to only 26!
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We can also try to use the Ball size by Rank view option, which 
produces slightly different results but still brings up the same 
address  ฿ 1Nn5Y... as the one with the highest rank:

As mentioned earlier, the two view options we discussed use dif-
ferent approaches, but the results can be pretty close. In practice, 
it makes sense to try both view options and compare the results, 
then choose the one which best suits the particular case.

Now, what do we do with the smaller graph of 26 Entities we de-
rived from the huge one with over 8000 Entities? We can basically 
repeat the steps described earlier: Starting from  ฿ 1Nn5Y...,
we execute the following steps:
• Run the To Outbound Transactions [BlockChain.com]  

Transform;
• Select all newly found transactions, apply the To Destination 

Addresses [Blockchain.com] Transform;
• Switch to the Ball Size by Diverse Descent view;
• And we now end up with  ฿ 1NDyJ... address, a well-known 

Binance hot wallet. 
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Part 3  
Visualizing Activity on 
Ethereum Network
Until now, we’ve been working with Bitcoin network transactions 
using Blockchain.com (Bitcoin) Transform set, which supports 
Transforms for looking up connected bitcoin addresses and 
transactions automatically. 

Ethereum network principles are different from those in the 
Bitcoin network. Bitcoin by design is a digital currency. Ethereum 
also utilizes blockchain technology, but it is much more robust 
in the sense that it can be used not only for supporting a digital 
currency itself, but also for smart contracts and decentralized 
applications. Smart contracts can also represent such digital as-
sets as tokens. Each type of token serves a certain purpose, may 
support different protocols, and there can potentially be unlimit-
ed varieties of different tokens with different values on Ethereum 
network. 

To put it simply, the Ethereum network provides almost infinite 
opportunities for innovations and creating new digital assets, so 
the tracing problem turns out to be more complicated compared 
to the Bitcoin network. You need to understand the type of assets 
you are tracing, their values, be able to recognize countless swaps 
where one type of token is exchanged to another one directly or 
through ethereum as a primary digital currency on the network.

Blockchain.com (Bitcoin) Transform set contains Ethereum 
Address and Ethereum Transaction Entities, but does not offer 
any Transforms for these Entities, so you are left with only a ma-
nual visualization process. We will learn further how it is possible 
to utilize Maltego functionality and visualize Ethereum network 
transactions with the help of an external data source and power-
ful Maltego feature of importing external data. 

Creating New Entities

We don’t have a native Maltego Entity for an Ethereum token, 
so we might want to create a new Entity. For that, we go to 
Entities › New Entity Type menu, fill the fields and choose an
icon for the new Entity, all of those are pretty much arbitrary 
(however let’s try to choose descriptive naming): 

TIP: Read more about 
Entity creation in the Maltego 
Technical Documentation.

https://docs.maltego.com/support/solutions/articles/15000010462-create-new-Entity
https://docs.maltego.com/support/solutions/articles/15000010462-create-new-Entity
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The Next button will open another dialog box, in which you need 
to define the main property of a newly created Entity, in our case 
it will be a name of the token: 
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Now let’s move onto fetching Ethereum network data related to 
the address. 

Working with External Data Sources

Our task will be to visualize the activity related to an Ethereum 
address  Ξ 0xB5DbC815D72D05fB6453DAB1263E015CA9F792D3 

As a third party exploration tool we will be using the free service 
Etherscan.io, which is an online tool for fetching Ethereum block-
chain data. It allows searching for information on transactions 
with both ethereum and tokens. Basically, it is analogous to the 
blockchain.info tool, but is specifically built for Ethereum block-
chain exploring.

For our use case, we will focus only on token transactions, so as 
to not mix digital currency and all other assets on one graph. 

This is how the main page of Etherscan.io looks:

NOTE: Ethereum network is pretty 
complex, so in this article we will 
not explain many concepts of 
it in much detail, and will focus 
only on the data relevant to our 
visualization task performed with 
Maltego, which is a very basic step 
in understanding the visualization 
possibilities. 
For those readers who want 
to take a really deep dive into 
technical aspects of Ethereum, 
I recommend an excellent book  
 “Mastering Ethereum” by  
A. Antonopolous and G. Wood.

TIP: Read more about working 
with external data sources in 
Maltego in the Maltego techni-
cal documentation.

https://etherscan.io/
https://etherscan.io/
https://www.amazon.com/Mastering-Ethereum-Building-Smart-Contracts/dp/1491971940/
https://docs.maltego.com/support/solutions/articles/15000010797-import-graph-from-table#connectivity-table-0-5
https://docs.maltego.com/support/solutions/articles/15000010797-import-graph-from-table#connectivity-table-0-5
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After entering an address of interest, we see a list of transactions 
associated with it: 

However, it is the tab Erc20 Token Txns which is of special interest 
for us, as it lists all the transactions which involve different tokens 
(ERC20 stands for the official Token Standard used for token 
transactions on Ethereum network). Right away, you see a few 
different token names involved in transactions listed on the 
rightmost column:

https://www.coindesk.com/tech/2021/02/09/what-is-the-erc-20-ethereum-token-standard/
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Here we might expand the list of transactions using the View All 
button, and in the bottom of the list there’s a link for exporting 
the data in CSV format. This is exactly what we need for further 
visualization:

Importing Dataset into Maltego

So far so good, after exporting the data to a CSV file we have 
a nice looking table of all token transactions, which contains 
transaction hash, sender, receiver and contract addresses, token 
names, symbols and values, and the transaction timestamp.
You can open it in Excel or another spreadsheet program to
clean up the dates and numerical / decimal separators format-
ting if needed. 

This is enough for an informative visualization of Ethereum 
address network activity. 
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We start with selecting Import a 3rd Party Table option in the 
Import | Export menu:

Now we are going to import this table into Maltego and define the 
relations between all the entries in it. Let’s go step by step below.

Mapping data to Entities and links

The first step is to choose the CSV file you need to import (don’t 
forget to also choose CSV type in the bottom dropdown list): 

Next, you need to choose the Connectivity Option. As all con-
nections between Entities are to be defined manually, you tick 
Manual option here: 
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The next part is a creative one, as here you might define the re-
lations between Entities the way you need them. Remember that 
these relations also affect the appearance of the graph, so you 
are in full control of how to visually represent the information. 
This gives you a lot of flexibility, but on the other hand it requires 
a very well thought out structure of the graph you are building. 
As we will see further, it is often a trial and error path, and you 
don’t necessarily get a good and clean layout from the very first 
try.

At this step, Maltego tries to automatically guess (and mostly
successfully) the types of Entities in each table column. So, tran-
sactions and addresses are already mapped correctly here:

Next step is to re-define mapping where we need it. Specifically, 
we need to map the TokenSymbol column to the Ethereum 
Token Entity we created earlier:
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Mappings in all columns are remaining as they were defined auto-
matically by Maltego (1), and the rightmost column (2) with list of 
token symbols is mapped manually to Ethereum Token Entity. 

Next step is where we define connections between the Entities 
(Connectivity Graph). Here you can draw the connections be-
tween Entities using a mouse, just like on a regular Maltego graph: 

What would these connections look like? You decide. The easiest 
way to make it work is to define a verbal description (a mantra) 
of what you are trying to visualize. In our case, the mantra can be 
the following: 

Address1 (From) has performed a transaction on a given date, 
which involved a token with a given contract address, in a given 
amount, and the token was transferred to address2 (To).

This should sound clear, except maybe the Contract Address 
part. Here, you should know that a contract address refers to 
the address location of the actual token contract that manages 
the logic for the tokens. So, a contract address is a property of 
a token itself and is not to be confused with sender and recipient 
addresses.

According to the mantra, we draw connections between Entities 
in a way that they reflect their relations in the process of the 
transaction. Two-way links 3 and 4 between TokenSymbol and 
ContractAddress mean that there’s some interaction between 
these Entities thats exists, however it might or might not be 
relevant to the whole investigative graph, we don’t know it yet 
(further you will see how to deal with such relations in a more 
elegant way). 
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Also notice that not all of the defined Entities are actually con-
nected here, because some of them will be related to the links, 
which are defined in yet another step: 
 

Here we Map Columns To Links. The example shown here is a 
mapping of the Datetime column (1) into a link between From 
address and transaction hash (2fotocas). This means that all such 
links will be just labelled with DateTime values on a final graph.

In the same way we will also create mappings for Value and
TokenName columns, and the final mapping will be the following:
 

Link mapping Verbal description

From › DateTime › Transaction Sender address on a given datetime performs  a transaction

Transaction › Value › TokenSymbol Transaction involves value (amount) of given token

TokenSymbol › TokenName › To address Token of a particular name is transferred to recipient’s address
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On the next step, we may optionally choose to save the mapping
scheme for future use, so you don’t have to perform all the steps
again once you need to work with a new dataset of identical 
structure:

 

And the final step shows us some statistics as the data is impor-
ted into the new graph:

And voila! We have a new graph created, which is based on our 
dataset and defined mappings between columns, Entities and 
links: 
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What you see right away there are a bunch of ‘hanging’ Entities 
(at the bottom part of the Overview window): these are the ones 
which do not have any links to others. These can be deleted from 
the graph.
However, let’s take a closer look at what we got, zooming into 
different parts of the graph and also trying different layouts like 
Organic and Block:   

Well… it might be better than just a table format, and at least we 
can trace some relations here. But unfortunately it is still far from 
perfect. It looks a bit cluttered because of excessive links and 
labels, and overall not very optimal visual representation. 

Let’s think about what we can improve it.

Making Things Look Better

The following are some constraints and assumptions that can be 
important for future visual improvements of the graph.

There are some specific features of Ethereum transactions that 
could potentially be used for a more efficient visual representa-
tion:
• One Ethereum transaction always has only one input and one 

output, unlike Bitcoin transactions;
• An Ethereum token swap may happen within just one transac-

tion, which in reality will consist of a few transfers, see here 
for example: 

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x2802c20ce76d0beece67da7fd3f2e3de7b4f28e225d8f23eb02a307be936e521
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x2802c20ce76d0beece67da7fd3f2e3de7b4f28e225d8f23eb02a307be936e521
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• But at the same time, this is still a single transaction with the 
same hash, and it happens in one moment of time. That is the 
reason that the dataset can contain duplicate transaction 
hashes with the same timestamps: 

 
This means that some transactions would be two-way and include 
different tokens.

We want to implement nicer labelling of the transactions links,
so first we will add a new column into our CSV file which merges 
value AND token symbol:

Another cool thing to know: Maltego allows editing of the Entities 
and the way they are displayed, and it is possible to display more 
than one property for an Entity label on the graph. For that, we
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will use the Manage Entities from Entities menu. In the Entity 
Manager window we choose an Entity and click three dots to the 
right of it, which will bring up the Edit Entity window:

 

First, we need to add a new property for an existing Entity (Addi-
tional Properties). In our case, that would be a string representa-
tion of a timestamp:

Next, we need to modify the look of the Entity icon (Display
Settings). What we can do here: By choosing an existing
property and assigning it to a certain location around an Entity 
icon, we may display the value of this property on each icon. 
In our case, we want to display a timestamp above the transac-
tion icon:
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In exactly the same way, we are adding an additional property 
ContractAddress to an Ethereum Token Entity and setting it to be 
displayed above the Entity icon:  

Later you will see how this simple feature can make a graph look 
much nicer.

And now, we would need to repeat the data import process once 
again, this time with a new mapping configuration (and also save 
this configuration for future use). Here, we map both Txhash and 
Datetime columns into one Entity (Ethereum Transaction),
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and specify which properties correspond to each value:

In the same way, we map ContractAddress and TokenName to 
Ethereum token Entity:
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Afterwards, we define a new connectivity graph, which now
looks a bit simpler than before – Sender › Transaction › Token › 
Recipient:

And finally, we map a new column ValueLabel to a link between 
Sender and Transaction: 
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Now it’s time to take a look at the final graph after the updated 
import with the new mapping configuration: 

Well, there’s still a lot on it, but now it looks a bit cleaner, the links 
and Entity representations are logical, and overall this format is 
already suitable for further exploration and investigation. 
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For example, here’s how small subgraphs may look when depict-
ing activity around a particular token. 
Work Quest Token (WQT): A certain amount was acquired on 
May 4th, and then moved further on August 9th:
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ALICE Token: It clearly can be seen how tokens were accumulated 
in three subsequent transactions on March 17th, and then every-
thing was moved to another address on March 31st in one trans-
action:

Here you can also see how modified display options affect Entity 
representation: A transaction also shows a date above the icon, 
and a token shows contract address, which makes the overall 
picture more easily explainable.

This configuration, of course, may not be the final one and we can 
continue experimenting with different options depending on in-
vestigation goals. In practice, as already mentioned, this is a trial 
and error process and investigators can spend some time finding
out the best visual representation of a particular dataset. How-
ever, a good graphic layout always pays off, as it provides an easy 
way for visual representation of complex information.  
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Pros and Cons  
of the Method
So far, we can summarize on the main advantage and drawback
of the data import approach:
 
1. Great thing about it: You can define and build relations within 
the dataset any way you like. Modify Entities and add properties 
any way you like. You are not limited to a fixed 
format of predefined Transforms and have freedom to 
change the visualization concept depending on what exactly 
is important for your investigation. 
 
2. Not so great thing about it: You are still limited only to your 
dataset, as you have no automatic Transforms. You may not have 
many additional data points which could be handy. For example, 
in our case we did not have any data on monetary values of token 
transactions, however it would be really nice to have not only a 
transaction value in a certain token amount, but also an equiva-
lent in ethereum or fiat currency. But etherscan.io tool does not 
give an opportunity to include this information in data export.   
  
3. But let’s finish on a good note again… You can enrich the data-
set the way you want! 

And of course, every analyst and investigator has their own
methods and tricks to build quality visualizations which help
both presenting and investigating the data.
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